
DEAD AND GONE SUSAN BETH PFEFFER

Susan Beth Pfeffer's Life as We Knew It enthralled and devastated readers with its brutal but hopeful look at an
apocalyptic eventâ€”an asteroid hitting the moon.

Near the end of the book, he also gets the flu. But, when she goes away to a convent in the country, she
develops asthma. In this companion book, however, Alexâ€”though only a year older than Mirandaâ€”is thrust
into the leadership role, needing to keep his younger sisters safe. The items they steal are sold to Harvey, a
black market profiteer, in exchange for food and other items necessary to survive. They attend Mass
frequently, and now pray regularly for La Madre Santissima to watch over them. Because of her religious
beliefs, she thinks that her parents will come back for her, which is what is keeping her alive. How will they
find us if we leave? Book 3, This World We Live In will be a direct sequel to both companion books and is to
be released in  Crops and animals die. I highly recommend both novels in the series. She gets on well with Bri
despite their different religious attitudes. She depicts death and destruction more graphically than before,
making the horror of Alex's ordeal all the more real. Zeebra Books As riveting as Life as We Knew It and
even grittier, this companion novel returns to the premise of that previous book to show how New York City
responds to the global disasters that ensue when an asteroid knocks the moon out of orbit. A devout Catholic,
Alex finds his faith in God shaken, but he relies on the guidance, compassion and sacrifice of church leaders in
order to stay alive. All three siblings are religious, but Briana takes her faith to a new level as she aspires to
become a nun. The church plays a pivotal role in relief efforts, and in the lives of each of the Morales
members. Alex is again forced to care for three, which now includes an ill sister. All of the kids except the
oldest, Carlos, away in the Marines go to nearby Catholic schools. It is a story of faith, hope, desperation, and
sacrifice that follows one family, the Morales, through their trials and tribulations. Carlos Morales-A year-old
that is the brother of Alex. And Carlos might as well be. Kevin Daley- A year-old boy who helps his friend
Alex to get food and teaches him how to "body shop" taking the valuable items off of the people who drop
dead in the streets , and how to use those items to barter with the last guy in the city to give out food. Whereas
the first book took place in rural Pennsylvania far fewer residents, more open land and small towns , Alex and
his sisters are alone in one of the largest, toughest cities in the world. As New York is a major city with a large
population not to mention home of many influential rich folks and politicians it is kept on life support with
bursts of electricity and food rations. There are no rainbows and sparkles, no miraculous fixes to the
devastation of civilization hereâ€”but despite the hefty tragedy, the book ends with hope. Alex and his sisters
have no idea what has happened to their parentsâ€”if they are alive, injured, or dead. Alex shook his head.
Meanwhile, the waters in the streets keep rising, and more services in New York are shutting down. While
"The Dead and the Gone" is not a happy novel, it is a novel about the power of family, faith, friendships, and
courage. Now this harrowing companion novel examines the same events as they unfold in New York City,
revealed through the eyes of seventeen-year-old Puerto Rican Alex Morales. This time Pfeffer focuses on high
school junior Alex Morales, whose parents go missing after the catastrophe. Another major facet to the
characters and plot of this novel is faith and the church. When Kevin is killed and Brianna dies after being
trapped in an elevator, Alex is near his end. Both of these books take place in current times, but with an
apocalyptic twist. Asked about the change in narrative, Pfeffer replied quite simply that in her planning
processes, she "just could not envision a teenage boy keeping a diary. In the companion book, the mother had
the foresight to stockpile food. Alex and his sisters Briana, 14, and Julie, 12, never see their parents again. A
caveatâ€”this is not a book for the faint of heart. I was not disappointed.


